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I* introduction
The world scene has changed greatly in the last few years. Be­
cause of changes. In the occupational field# the- educational fluid and 
others# the need for guidance services has Increased* Never before 
have there been so many occupational choices available and never before 
have they demanded m  much education for -entry Into the occupation*
The member schools of the Accrediting Association of Bible Colleges have 
also felt these changes and have reacted not only In the courses of 
study offered but also In increased efforts In the .field of guidance 
and counseling*
Change has not left church related vocations alone tier has spe­
cialisation# The National Council of Churches# Division of Foreign 
Missions listed fifty-six different boards with eighteen different 
classifications of missionary work and forty-two fields.1 The Indepen­
dent Foreign Missions Association listed two hundred ninety-three boards 
m d  eight broad fields*2 Nelson in hie book# location and Protestant 
Religious Occupations listed thirty vocational areas in the home fields
*The 196J Report of the Fourteenth Annual Assembly of the Di-
» . — iii*#*1— ‘— I*1 m m m *  — iiim Mi w tM N iiii nii- m  mm y — iw — m m  « — <— ■ H . M ii.itiiiiffiii -i—  m m m m *  m m m
vision of Foreign Missions .mid the Seventieth Annual Meeting of the
l^ oiSrTEiSS^ m^ SSSStSSSsTSt 'STOiSlEfflBaT iBw^foiSci fetlSiS”
m m x  trr s n ri# %m), p* 91*
%issions Annual j (Ridgefield Park, New Jersey t Interdenomina­
tional Foreign MSslonary Association# 19©3)# p* 70*
aand ten in the area of foreign servicesVfrien these statistics were 
multiplied by the number of denominations and the separate geographical 
areas Where the occupation might be engaged in, the need for additional 
help in determining the choice of church related vocation was apparent.
It would seem that occupational information that mat prevailing 
standards established by the National Vocational Guidance Association 
should be available in the areas of church related vocations to aid in 
guiding young people in their choice of vocations* Because of the in­
crease in diversity of the church related vocations, a brief |ob descrip­
tion or monograph was not enough# The evaluation of such occupational 
information literature showed that most of the publishers who provided 
vocational literature offered only three pieces of literature dealing 
with church vocations# the ministry, rabbinate# and priesthood.
Educational requirements for entry Into the church related voca­
tions had also increased* this led logically to the conclusion that 
information in this area should be provided* Since much of the train- 
lag for the church related vocations was graduate level work# educa­
tional information was needed not only on the high school level but also 
at the college level* This material should meet all students* needs for 
such information*
tt ran? xyotixxt taw XX * XH& TJwJoXwSn
Statement of the problem and hypotheses* The purpose of this 
study was to examine the educational information and occupational
^John Nelson# Vocations and Protestant Religious Occupations 
(New York i National W  tihrlstinihe $.S •" A * #
196J), p. 160.
Information services of the member schools of the AABC.^ The study was 
based upon two hypotheses I (1) that the educational and occupational 
information services of the member schools of the AABC were inadequate 
and (2) that the services under study would be needed in spite of the 
emphasis placed upon a "call** to a place of service in a church related 
vocation*^
The steps taken to prove the hypotheses were as followst (l) a 
study of what constituted good educational and occupational information 
services and the development of criteria for evaluating the services#
(2) a stud? of the educational information and occupational information 
services from the administrative viewpoint, (3) a study of the educa­
tional and occupational information services from the viewpoint of stu­
dents attending representative member schools* (h) a study to determine 
if the services were needed or were used in view of the emphasis upon a 
"call,” (£) recommendations for the improvement of the information serv­
ices and a brief list of criteria to help evaluate the educational and 
occupational information services*
Justification of the problem.* The schools of the AABC while not 
large from the standpoint of total enrollment played a very strategic 
part in training of young people who entered church related vocations* 
One example of this was seen in the fact that of protestaat foreign 
missionaries serving in various areas of the world* over fifty per cent
^Accrediting Association of Bible Colleges# Box 5h3# Wheaton, 
Illinois*
£Of* post, p* 9 for the definition of a call as used in this
study#
hof the® were trained in Bible colleges or Institutes This was true of 
Other church related vocations m  well, such as pastors, Christian educa­
tion directors, etc*, for ** large percentage came from Bible schools* 
Because individuals trained in the schools of the AABC formed a large 
percentage of those entering church related vocations, the services 
designed to help in the choice of training and field of service should 
be well planned, organised and utilized. the very basic objectives of 
the type of educational institution found in the AABC demanded this,1
Should the study conducted show that the services under considers* 
tien were inadequate, this fact would indicate the necessity of the 
development of criteria that could be used to evaluate the educational 
and occupational information services being offered to students of the 
member schools* Development of criteria is not enough] there must also 
be some effort made to improve the services offered, to -provide the 
best possible information to the counselee so that the decisions made 
and the training taken will best fit that individual for the church 
related vocation that is entered*
Another reason for the need for such a study being undertaken was 
that little or no research work had been done in this area of the programs 
of the various Institutions of the AABC*
A final reason was the awareness of the need for study and im­
provement of these guidance services by the leaders of the AABC* This 
study was originally suggested by the Executive Secretary of the AABC.
It was thought that a study of this nature could produce criteria or
%* A* Witraer, The Bible College Story i Education with Dimension 
(Manhasset, B* T*t ChahneT^essr'Sac#, 1962), pT'DST”
? Accrediting Association of Bible Colleges, Manual* revised*
I960.
objectives that could be Incorporated into the Manual of the AABC, for 
at the time of the study there were no such criteria given*®
limitations of the problem# the guidance services usually in* 
elude the followings individual inventory services, information serv­
ices, counseling services * placement services and follow-up services*
This research study was limited to the educational and occupational 
information services of the member schools of the MBC. The study was 
further limited in that it was concerned primarily with church related 
vocations. There- -was no attest made to study the third phase of the 
information services* the social information service*
fhs approach to the problem.. The problem was' first - attacked by 
a. survey of the literature dealing with the educational and occupational 
information services be determine what should be included in these serv­
ices. This in turn led to the formulation of criteria for setting up 
and evaluating the educational and occupational information services*
The newt step In the study was the preparation of a questionnaire 
dealing with what services were being offered by the member schools of 
the MBS in this field of guidance and counseling services# The ques­
tionnaire desi^i whs based upon the criteria that were formulated in 
the first step*
The third step in the study was the investigation of the students * 
use of the services under question. An attempt was made to arrive at the 
students1 evaluation of the services being offered as well as student use 
of the services# This aspect of the study was carried out by using a 
questionnaire administered to two representative member schools of the MBC*
6The next step of the study Investigated the student nee of the 
educational and Occupational information services and the need for such 
services* This step in the study was necessary because of the emphasis 
upon a ”0811“ to a particular field of service by the schools and con­
stituency of the member schools of the MBC* If the students believed 
that a "call" outweighed the need for using objective information in 
arriving at a decision to enter a church related vocation, then the need 
for improving the services offered m& not as necessary* Ibis portion 
of the study was also accomplished by using a questionnaire sent to the 
member schools of the AABC and to the students of two of the member 
schools*
The formulating of recommendations and a list of criteria for 
evaluating the educational and occupational information services was the 
last step* ■ The evaluation criteria were drawn up on the basts of the 
first step of the study*
111# SHOTITION Of f W M
Educational information* Educational information as used in this
study was defined according to Morris t
Educational information is valid and useable data about all types of 
present and probable future educational or training opportunities 
and requirements including curricular and eo-curricular offerings, 
requirements for entrance and conditions and problems of student 
life.9
Present opportunities look at all the resources of the school 
that the student now attends* Future opportunities include data 
dealing with vocational and technical schools* apprenticeship and
9Willa Morris* Franklin B* Zeran* and Raymond M. Hatch* The In- 
formation Service in Guidance (Chicago* Rand McNally & 'Co** 19§$$*<w~
F m : — . .  ...
?othwr training as well as adult education, college and university train-
r
lag, etc*
this study as defined by Norris *
Occupational Information is valid and useable data about positions* 
Jobs* and occupations, including duties, requirements for entrance, 
conditions of work, rewards offered, advancement pattern, existing 
and predicted supply-of and demand for workers and sources for 
further information ♦
Information that met the above definition is accurate, author* 
itstive, timely and balanced on tbs level of the individual using it#
Bible college* In this study Bible college was defined as rtan 
educational institution whose principle purpose is to prepare students 
for church vocation or Christian ministries through a program of Bib* 
llcal mi practical education.*13, A Bible institute normally refers to 
m  institution that requires three years of work for graduation and 
grants a diploma upon completion of the required work, the Bible col* 
lege normally lias a four year program and upon completion grants a 
degree, mare are some institutions within the AABC called Bible col* 
leges or institutes who grant both degrees and diplomas# In this 
study Bible college, institute and school were used interchangeably 
with no difference in meaning,*
Christian liberal arts collage, the term Christian liberal arts 
college was defined and used in this study as m  Institution that 
teaches a liberal arts program but has a Christian emphasis or view*
information# Occupational information was used in
10Ibld«. p. 5.
11Witra«r, oft, clt.. p, 26.
point# The aim of the Christian liberal erts college was tho propara* 
tion of students for the professions and vocations through a general 
education program#1^ .
The Accrediting Association of Bible Colleges. The Accrediting 
Association of Bible Colleges refer# to that organization founded in 
%9kl for the purpose of accrediting institutions predicated on princi­
ples of Bible college education* The necessity of such m  organization 
became apparent because the then easting organizations for the scored* 
Iting of schools and colleges could not meet the need for accrediting 
Bible colleges.* The abbreviation AABG was used in this- study for this 
agency*
The member schools of the Mid were divided into two groups* The 
associate members were those who have applied for membership but do not 
meet all the standards. They were given the associate membership while 
working to make change# necessary to meet the requirement# for full 
membership* The other group was composed of those schools which have 
met all requirements for membership and therefore are members in fuH* 
Membership may be withdrawn by the school or by the Association*
Xt should also be remembered that Bible college education is 
education of college level* Its distinctive function is to prepare 
students for Christian ministries• Included in this concept of Chris­
tian ministries was such church vocations as pastor, missionary, Chris* 
tian education director, minister of tussle and other specialized forms 
of Christian service by both lay and "professional” worker#.
£Church related vocation, A church related vocation was consid­
ered ae a vocation carried on within the framework of the church or 
tinder the direction or auspices of the church* Some examples of church 
related vocations would he the pastorate, foreign mission®^ work, home 
missions activities, etc#
■ Cali, ■ Harrison defined call- as follows* wthe developed bib* 
Ileal idea of God* a calling is of God summoning men by his word, mi 
laying hold of them by his power, to play a part in and enjoy the bene­
fits of his gracious redemptive power.^ He continues the definition 
by saying that the word has two subordinate usages in the Hew Testament *
• • ♦ (1) to G©d*s summons and designation of individuals to partic­
ular functions and offices in his redemptive plan (apostlcship » * * 
missionary preaching * * *}, ■{$) to the external circumstances mi
state of life In which a man* a effectual calling took place*
Horns ministry, A home ministry was defined m  any type of 
church related vocation that was exercised in the United States or In 
the particular country fro® which the student comes* Many of the voca­
tions were the same in home and foreign ministries, the only difference 
being the geographical m m  in which the vocation was carried on,
Ibrelgn ministry* A foreign ministry wee defined as any church 
related vocation carried on in a country other than the student* a own* 
While many of the vocations were the same as at home, the foreign din** 
Istrles were usually identified as missionary activity*
^Evwrett G. Harrison. Baker's Dictionary of Theology (Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, 1960): “    SS* ' S--------
% M .d
Christian service* One of the distinctive® of the Bible school 
movement was the emphasis upon Christian service* Bach student attend* 
'tag the school was- .given an assignment for each semester in attendance 
at the school. This assignment was church related* Examples would be 
Sunday school teaching, choir directing, Jail visitation, etc* The 
student was to put into practical usage the truths learned in the 
classroom,
CHAPTER 11
THE ACCREDITING ASSOCIATION OP M®m CQXMGES
Some background Information was needed on the AABC and member 
schools IX the problems that were Investigated were to be understood. 
The MBC was composed of schools known as Bible schools, colleges or 
■Institute#*- The definition of these schools was given earlier.1 The 
member school# of the AASD were all found among the more conservative 
of the protestant people*
I* EAR1Y HISTORY AND GROWTH
The movement started with the Nyack Missionary College in 1882* 
The movement grew slowly during the closing year# of the nineteenth 
century* Eleven schools were founded during the opening decade of the 
twentieth century * The movement continued with steady growth until In 
1962 the total number of such schools and college# stood at 23k in the 
United States and Canada*^ Table I taken from Witmer shows this growth 
with the percentage of growth in each decade given on the basis of the 
total number of school# in 1962*
Not only did the number of schools Increase and the offerings of 
those schools but also total enrollment increased. The enrollment
*CX. ante, p* 8*
2
S. A* Witmer* The Bible College Story * Education with Mm&mim
* *  • m * m * +  * .. .................. ysmir iiin j w w ii(Hanhasset, New Yorkt Channel Rrese, Inc. 5 1962}, pp. bl~U2.
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TABLE I®
GROWTH OF BIBLE COLLEGES IN THE UNITE® STATES AND CANADA
Decade
r.... 0e»Mish ■' ..; feialji
Number 1; C l  w  * Vw e y * ? - .; ;nu«^ er; Patientage. ' ^ umber' . Percentage^
1881-90 3 1*3 0 0 3 0.3
1891-1900 7 ■3-* 1 *b 8 3.b
1901-10 9 3*8 0 0 9 3*8
1911-20 13 5.6 .2 .5 15 6*5
1921-30 17 7*3 9 3*8 26 H.l
1931-UO 26 13. 8*2 1*5 15.2
19iil-50 66 28*2 36 6*8 82 35*
1951-60 lid 17.3 k 3.7 lib 38*8
1961 2 .9 0 0 2 .9
Total 183 ia.2 51 23.8 23b 300
“WLtmer, «j>. ctt., J>« kO*
Percentage of growth during each decade based on total number 
of 23b schools.
nfigores for the .year of 190*60 with 21? school® reporting stood at 
23,58iu Ninety*twe school# reported evening divinize with a total 
enrollment of 9,058* the combined enrollment was 32,60 with m  esti­
mated 35,000 figure to include those schools not reporting,^
The movement not only grew in numbers hut it also crossed 
denominational lines* Of the total number of 23k such schools in the. 
Waited States and Canada, U*g ware denorainati on ally affiliated* Table XX 
from ^ tmer shews the number of schools affiliated with each denomina­
tion* The other schools were labeled independent or interdenominational *
As the Bible school movement grew, there came m  Increasing aware* 
ness of the need for some central organisation that would work with the 
problem of academic upgrading* As the revolution In public schools was 
occurring, need for change was also being felt in the Bible institute 
movement. When Bible institutes first started, there were few if any 
high school graduates. At the time of this study there were few stu­
dents Who had not completed high school. As these changes occurred, & 
corresponding change in the curriculum took place, The length of the 
training period became, longer* schools in the movement began to offer' 
specialised training in various Helds*
XI* THE BOKNATION OF THE AOCEEBIOTG ASSOCIATION OF MMM OOLtEGBS
All of this led to the formation of the Accrediting Association 
of Bible Colleges In 192*7* The need for such m  organisation was felt 
for years# The purpose of the organisation was to establish standards 
and policies that would be met by those institution# desiring to become 
a part of the organization* . Not only was the organization to insist
3|bJ4„ p, 55*
Ik
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Denomination
Humber of 
Schools
in B* a*.
Humber of 
Schools 
in Canada
total
Christian (Church of Christ) Hi 3 m
Baptist groups 32 h 36
Pentecostal groups 19 6 a$
Wesleyan groups 16 $ 21
Hoimonite groups a 11 13
hutheran groups 6 t a
Christina and Missionary Alliance k X 5
jfc e||#, p» 5k*
uupon certain levels of achievement but else It was to help stimulate 
schools to continued growth end improvement of the services of fared*
With the .growth of the schools within the movement and the 
upgrading of the courses offered together with the diversification in 
the possible fields of study* the need for guidance and counseling of 
students became apparent# While the need has not been co8$>letely 'met* 
the following quotation from the AABC Manual shows the emphasis placed 
upon guidance and counseling by the Association i
In terms: of the- student* e individual developmt* a good 
counseling program is-, imperative* ■ with the concept of •education 
which is basic to the philosophy of member schools* It is necessary 
for all phases of the total development of personality to be co­
ordinated tod given due emphasis* this is the task of the coun­
selor#^
one or tn® eriwitom or the counseling pso.gr sm was as renews I
To what extent is there coordination to the counseling of 
students about their vocational problems? Are heads of special# 
toed training departments# supervisors of practical Christian 
service* teachers of practical trsintog^oursea, and counselors 
effectively coordinating their efforts#
Another criterion was the following* ,fIs proper responsibility 
placed upon the student himself to toe choice of vocation, to forming 
worthy habits of conduct* end to the development of hie capacities’?*^
A committee was established by the AABC to consider these needs tod to 
begin the process of developing standardised tests for use to determin­
ing student*s level of achievement to Biblical studies* The committee 
also worked to develop criteria, for the guidance tod. counseltog services
^Accrediting Association of Bible Colleges, Manual, revised*
IpdO* pp» I$4t3*
%>id.
P. U3.
of the member schools. The work of this committee wee still being car­
ried forward but a problem arose*
The vary nature of the schools of the AABC was such that the 
emphasis was placed upon the student to 'maintain such a close personal 
relationship with the Holy Spirit that they would of themselves know 
What area of service or field of labor they were to enter. They would 
■receive a *0®!!" from the Holy Spirit and thus they would know what they 
were to do. This problem needed to be resolved If the AABG was to con­
tinue to develop criteria for the guidance services of the member schools 
and.insist that.these criteria be met. This study investigated whether 
or not the students and representatives of member schools felt that there 
was need of objective educational tod occupational information when mak­
ing a choice of education or occupation or whether the »oall** of the 
Holy Spirit was sufficient * If the answer was la the affirmative, regard­
ing the place tod importance of a.*ceii*, then further work by the com­
mittee on guidance would be unnecessary.
hi. $vmm
A fact that should be kept in mind was that these schools were 
brought Into being to answer "human need through the gospel of Issue 
Christ effectively ooBmunicated by men and women who themselves radiate 
Bis presence and demonstrate the power of the gospel This meant 
that schools of this nature placed a great emphasis upon the indivi­
dual's personal relationship with God and the leading of the Holy Spirit.
The Bible school movement had grown in the total number of 
schools* offering such a variety of courses of study that the need for
W^itiBer, og* olt., p. te.
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guidance was necessary* The complexity of modem life and the increase 
in specialized fields of service within the area of the church related 
vocations also made this meed apparent* The first question that the'
AABC and the meeker schools of the organization needed to answer was 
the place of a personal 0^811** as related to the necessity of the guid­
ance information, services .as a haste for determining the students* educa­
tional and vocational choice*
CHAJPTEB H I
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Tim student personnel servlets formed m  important part of the 
total program of the American educational system. This was true of not 
oily the lower levels of education hut also of the college level* As 
.society becomes increasingly m m  compler and diversified, the problem 
of educational ami occupational choice becomes more difficult* In 
order that the problem under consideration in this study could be re­
solved* it was necessary to arrive, at some understanding of whet would 
normally be considered adequate by way of services in the area of the 
educational and occupational information services.
The definitions for these two services have already' been given.* 
Forrester say#*
the primary objectives of educational and vocational guid­
ance* a# stated %  the fSational Vocational Guidance Association, 
center around the process of assisting the individual to choose 
m  occupation and prepare for it. Vocational guidance Is con­
cerned primarily with helping individuals make decisions and 
choices involved in plJtfwAttg a future, building a career, and 
in effecting satisfactory vocational adjustment. Educational 
guidance involves decisions regarding the choice of studies, 
curricula, schools and colleges* it is m  important part of 
vocational guidance*
XCf. ant*, pp. 6-?.
W t r u d s  Porr*ster. Methods of Vocational Guidance {New Vorkt 
S. «, Wileon Co., 1958), p. |57“—  — — —
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The information services were based upon a number of assumptions * 
"(1) tbet formal information is authentic and factuali (2) that specific 
information about the world of work 1© valid for and applicable to the 
future; (3) that such information meets student needs and produces impor­
tant learnings| (k) that such information furnished the basis for rea­
soned decisions.^ The Information services presented material that 
was of a formal nature and should .have been factual, and authentic. This 
type of information together with all other information the student or 
counsels© may have from whatever sows® can form the basis for the deci­
sions reached as to education and vocation* Certainly the information 
services are not all of the picture but they could and should provide a 
framework for -the individual to fill in with other Information*
i * the m m m m m  m m m m m  service
Educational information defined earlier, included, valid and. use­
able date about all types of present and future educational and train­
ing opportunities and requirements. The service performed by the schools 
included in this study would differ considerably from those services 
found in the secular schools and at a lower level of training. The 
schools of the MBC were college level schools and thus the information 
needed would deal primarily with the education needed to enter special­
ised fields of church related vocations.
The educational information services should also Include informa­
tion on educational requirements for entry into other occupations for 
not all students attending MBC schools entered the church related
%uth Barry and Beverly Wolf, An Epitaph for Vocational Guidance. 
Myths, Actualities, Implications (New"TorkT Bureau HTK$13^tImT97w~  
ieacherF*e5onege7e,‘Solum&la iSiversity, 1962), p. 09.
west ions* Thus the level of this information would he high hut the typo 
of material would need to he brood* The information sendee ought to ■ 
delude costs of training* how to enter, etc.* as wall as educational 
requirements for entering a vocation*
The ©dueationaCL ijifoansatioii provided should meet the' normal 
standards established for such materials* Many of the same items used 
to evaluate occupational materials can be used hero* Norris gave the 
following list of criteria i
1* What is the dote of publication? Who is the publisher? How 
ipf pages are there? bhwt is the price?
&# Is theinforaatton presented up-to-date* unbiased, and ac­
curate? Is there m  obvious intent to serve? ire all date 
accurately interpreted? ire tabular end graphic data ex­
plained and interpreted?
ire the statements specific and exact? la the style clear 
and concise? Is it interesting writing and is the vocabu­
lary and presentation such that it will appeal to teen­
agers? Are there Illustrations, charts, graphs* tables* 
and other visual aids? 1# there' a table of contents, in­
dex, bibliography, and a list of other suggested readings?
b* Are the physical features pleasing, attractive and appro­
priate? Will . the publication stand repeated ueager* •'
While other criteria for evaluating the materiel could be given,
this should be sufficient for the purposes of this study*
if * tBB m cw m zm m  w m m m im  sw m m
Hie world of wssh has become so diversified that the student or 
young pme&m c m  no longer learn what is needed about the various occu­
pations through their own personal observations* Direct contacts were 
shown to be valuable but students cannot sample more than a Very few
*H&Xla Norris, Frank H* leraa, and Raymond N* Hatch, the Infor­
mation Service in iiuidaiice (Chicagos Rand Mally & Co** pTT5?*
possible occupations, This holds true not ml$ .tow tbs secular occupa­
tions bub bo some extent tow the church related occupations* Printed, 
visual -and audio materials are needed* As these ■are collected* they 
become the basis for the portion of the guidance program that is called 
the occupational information service*
Here again the needs of the schools in this study varied from 
the secular schools* the level of information was cm the secondary or 
college level* the types of material., were varied with all needed but ■ 
with an emphasis upon the church related vocations.
The occupational literature needed evaluation the same- as the 
educational material* Jfcppock said appraising occupational litera­
ture* the counselor will do well to. memorise .and always ash himself at 
leaat five questions* Warn? Wwar*? Who? Why? How?"5 the inf owns- 
iion in the occupational file should be- currant* This did not mean that 
the material be the latest published tout that the information it con** 
tained be current. Certain hinds of material became obsolescent more 
quickly than other types of material* Working conditions may change 
overnight whether In secular or church related vocations. The material 
usually was .geographically orientated •and this should be .considered*
The writers and publishers of the material should be known# for not 
all informational material was of the same ■value*- Mo reasons back 
of the writing of the material should be ascertained for this will have 
an -effect upon the value of the -material* The nho*ft concerns itself 
with how the facts were collected and how they are presented* Cer­
tainly some standard of ©valuation should be used to determtn© the
value of available materials. One standard that mo helpful was the
be organized er filed according to m m  system, for ibe purposes of 
this study# the kind of system used was not so important as the fast 
that there was ©■ system In us©, The fact that the material was classi­
fied and filed mede it easier for counselors mi students alike to find 
and use* It also meant that the- material probably was found in mo 
location, Certainly if the information was scattered in a number of 
locations, it. should have, been collected in a central place mi pit under 
the supervision of one office or individual* Either the library or the 
counseling office can work for the- location of the Information file-*
The office or individual who is in charge Of the file should also be 
the- on© responsible for the evaluation of the material that the file 
contained* The location of the Information file- was not- the most vital 
concern but certainly it should be located where it is accessible be 
the students using the material, mi to counselors* The location should 
be publicised and the methods of obtaining the material for personal 
use made known.
.Administration* the administrator of the occupational and edu­
cational information services may vary according to the particular 
school and its administratlvs system* ■ The important thing is to have
one found in the Vocational guidance Quarterly *^
fkpftftWY’? ftTnrnM xvsh a ivitwt sivuATTfiM m? mui? lUE&irrfiwss * v awrA-wX XUU . JUJU? iU«lXi?Jl.QinAAXvE} vir AtlE» OJHiYXvJst?
* The- educational and -occupational Information must
6Vocational Guidance Quarterly,. (Washington, B* C*t National
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$mmm  responsible im these services In the line. tJhleas
one individual or office A* given this responsibility, the work mar ^ ©31 
be neglected* This one individual should be responsible for the selec­
tion, evaluation and filing of the informational material* This office 
or individual should .also handle .the. publicity for the services, that is# 
make the services known- to students and to staff members. In this discus- 
alon of administration, the Office or individual have been used inter­
changeably to tome extent* Probably it would be best to use the concepts 
set forth by Korrie who spoke of the executive leader as the one who pro­
vided overall leadership for the entire program* The technical leader is 
the one who. Is in charge of a particular portion of the total program and. 
analyses needs, suggests improvements, carries out the activities deter-
M tt l l  U  *&» %'ti 111 itfife i A i  'ifcn MM, -**■■ Jtp. I k ,  Jl- _*k kitfi jft|-*ri]MtHii 'tfrlktfi *|MtS S*.. j i .  U t S |  Jkn.Jt Mt »finnso w itm n  th e  inramc«c9ric o r n is  g e n e ra l rs s p < n M 5 io .iiitie s  *
t?« s v m m
Anyone conversant with the field of the information services res* 
lines that a study of this nature could not deal adettuateiy with them.
It was apparent, however# that the Information services should have the 
following! (A) sound administrative leadership and staff* (2) an aie* 
UUate budget* {J) central location for the information file* (h) a work- 
tug, practical, mdersbsndable classification system* (5) sit evaluation 
of the- material in the- information file* (6) practical, and workable 
methods of making the material available to students and staff* (?) aval** 
nation of the entire service# A list of evaluation criteria was made and 
has been included in Appendix B.®
%orris# op* oit*, p* 506* 
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chapter xv
A STUDY OF THE EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION 
SERVICES OF MEMBER SCHOOLS OF THE AABC
X. THE AfflCCNISTRATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE
The study of the Information services of the member schools of 
the AABC wee done 1®- a questionnaire,1 The questionnaire wee sent to
all schools ’listed as members of the association tn'lp63» -The nusafeer 
m® thirty-nine accredited and fourteen associate members for a total 
of fifty-three. Twenty-seven or 51 per cent returned questionnaires. 
fbur schools did not complete the questionnaire for the following rea­
sons# Cl) the Bmmaes Bible School —  no longer an associate* (2) 
Northeastern Collegiate Bible Institute —  questions not applicable, 
school too small* (3) Nyaek Missionary College —  nm  do not engage 
in the area of-your concern*(I*) Columbia .Bible College Hhe ques­
tions do not .fit the situation here#1*
The analysis Of the questionnaire design, the questionnaire was 
designed to cover the following areas# (1) are the services under ques­
tion offered? (2) the administration of the services* (3) the extent of 
the services offered j th) how the information is made available * (5) the 
organization of the material* (6) what kinds of church related vocations
*Cf. post, pp. 77-82, Appendix A for a copy of the questionnaire.
as
are covered by the services? (?) the objectives of the servicesj (8) the 
student usage of the servicesj (9) the financing of the services; (10) 
the evaluation of the services by the school; (IX) the use of the infer* 
motion services and the Hcali,i to a field of service*
Are educational*occupational information services provided? The 
questionnaire was not returned by twenty-sis: schools* Four schools re* 
turned the questionnaire but did not complete it. Of the schools re* 
spending* tventy-two answered that they offered services of the nature 
under investigation* 'Only one .school answered in the negative to the 
question of whether or not these services were being offered* these 
answers said nothing about the kind of services being offered but did 
at least indicate that the meo&er school# of the accrediting association 
answering the questionnaire were aware of the need for such services and 
were attesting to meet that need*
the administration of the services. The answers to the questions 
designed to survey this aspect of the guidance program produced a variety 
of answers* A total of at least' six different administrative officers 
m m  shown to be finally responsible for the .administration of the edu* 
cational and occupational information services* Table XXX showed the 
various officials and the number of schools in which each is responsible 
for the services* The second question dealing with the individual# in 
direct control of the services also revealed that there was a difference 
of opinion as to what individual should be directly responsible* The 
questionnaire showed that at least nine different officials were directly 
In charge of these services in the various schools as shown In Table lit* 
The third question dealing with individuals directly involved in the 
service# offered was revealing also* .dome of these individual# would
TABDE ttX
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Administrative Officer
..... Responsible,. .........
Individual in
...Mreet .Control.
Other Personnel 
.. Directly Involved ...
Office No* Office No* Office No.
ffeeo cEf Students T35 $o one1 ltt'lt Bsan^oFlSue at! on
mmj
M m  of Education a Dean of Students . librarian 3
President & M m  of Education $ Registrar i
Mr* of (Sir. Sea** i President i Mr. of Col# Dev* %
Office of Research t Mr# of Serv* i (Sir* Service %
Dept* Chairman i Mr. of Mu. life i Teachers %
Chr# Guidance Com# i Business Manager i
librarian i Da an of Women i
Dean of Men i
Pseulty Advisors i
Dept* Chairman i
Placement Serv* i
President i
haw a very direct working connection bat others# such as the Director 
of College isvelopment seemed quite far removed from the services under 
investigation* It else seemed that the respective deans of men and 
women if not in direct control of the services offered would at least 
be involved In the services offered* see fable III for a list of those 
individuals involved im the services.
On the basis of the information shew, in fable XIX the eoneto* 
sion reached m$ that the administration of the educational and occu­
pational information services in the responding schools of the MBC 
did not follow any particular pattern.
Kinds of edueational-occupstioaal information available, fhe 
third portion of the questionnaire dealt with the actual. 'Information 
that was available for the students to use. This question was dealt 
with by giving a list of educational end occupational information that 
was considered necessary for Such information Mies based upon suggest 
felons by Norristhe- response as shown in fables. If and f would indi* 
cate that here again the services were not adequate. All of the. possible 
educational materials suggested were found to be in the files of some of 
the schools but only one school had’ all eleven materials suggested; for 
the educational file while two schools had only one type of materiel 
and that was college catalogs.
The mean number of kinds of material available was five. Refer- 
ring to Table XV, it was easily seen that the most readily available 
material was college catalogs.* .Catalogs# of course# are usually sent 
to the school and thus require mo effort to obtain. ftrom the standpoint
2¥illa Norris, fr&mk R. Zmm9 and Raymond N. Hatch, The Infor­
mation Service in Guidance (Chicago? Rand KcNally & Co.# ipSo)'*' p. ' ll?*
mof the level at which these, services were offered* It mn interesting 
that much of the information available dealt with additional educations! 
opportunities *
The statistics dealing with the occupational Information material 
see found in Table V* Hucfe the same held true for the occupational ma­
teria! suggested* Three schools had no occupational Information material 
at all while one school had sixteen of the seventeen kinds of material 
suggested for the occupational information Hie* The type of material 
that was most frequently found was descriptive literature* While this 
meteris! would fee of help, it would not give the detailed information 
that would fee most valuable when making a vocational choice* is Table V 
also shows those very materials that could fee most helpful* such as oc­
cupational briefs* abstracts, guides and monographs, were the materials 
infrequently found in the occupational file*
The statistics of Table U make it clear that occupational Infor­
mation available- was- not as complete as it could fee* The -mean number of 
kinds of material available was five* It seemed that there could fee im­
provement here fey making additional kinds of material available,
,yhe, evaluation of. the ways the materia! is made available * The 
fourth section of the quesbionnalrs dealt with how the material was 
made available to the. students- needing the .materiel* As fable IT' shows, 
the most frequently used way was through individual counseling followed 
fey chape! programs and Christian service assignments* Other- commonly 
used methods of making educational and occupational information known 
to student# ware not frequently used* On the basis of the information 
received, it seemed that the ways used to get information to the stu­
dents could fee improved*
29
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Kind • of., Information ,. _.  Kind . of Information
College and university catalogs 23
Transfer of credit 20
Oorreefondenoe school# %$
Scholarship and loan information %$
College end imiversity directories 10
Information on special schools 10
Military training 10
locational end technical school i&forfaaiieti 9
Costs of further training 6
Bm to select a ■training program g
Vocational and technical school directories t
Apprenticeship training 2
TAELS V
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glad of Ijoforjpatioii .. , . . .,_ ,  . M M  of Isformtttlm
inscriptive literature
Beeruitment literature 13
Magaatnes 12
Poster s-charts 10
Biography 10
Career fiction T
Occupational monographs 6
Occupational guides 6
Specialised occupational studies 6
Technical reports $
Motion pictures# .film strips#, slides# etc* 5
Occupational briefs $
deb series k
Annotated bibliographies It
Surveys, job analysis# etc* 3
Tapes# recordings# etc* 3
Ho material© of any kind reported 3
Occupational abstracts 3
Table WL shews that while a great variety of methods of making 
information available wm  being used, yet the m m  number need was 
only k*7* This indicated that there could be more done in this area 
of the guidance program* At the previous tables have shewn# there was 
not too much 'material, available in most of the schools considered in 
this study . It would be imperative that the best possible use be made 
of the material that was available.*
Table H  lists fourteen different ways of disseminating the
available Information* However# it was seen that only two schools meed
/
as many as nine of .the suggested, ways* It is evident there was room 
for improvement in this aspect of the information services under study *
The organization and evaluation of the, information material.
The fifth section of the ^stionnaire to the various schools dealt 
with the organisation of the information library an# the evaluation of" 
the material that went into the library. Table T O  gives this informs 
tion, The first three questions dealt with the library itself# its 
location an# the one responsible for it. The next two questions dealt 
with the content of the library while the last two considered the 
evaluation of the material*
All of the schools returning completed questionnaires indicated 
that they had eome sort of an Information library* Ten of the schools 
ha# a central location for the library. Of the remaining thirteen 
schools, four had the material locate# in two places5 two In. three
V
placesi one in fouri one in tlx* while the other five schools did not 
Indicate how many separate locations they maintained. Only seven of the 
schools made an attempt to systematically classify the material in the 
files* Bight schools reported that one person was responsible for the
32
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Method _ Used .   , . ...... , Number of Schools. Using Method
Individual counseling 21
Christian Service assignments 16
Chapel programs 16
Clubs end organisations $
Group activities 7
Classroom work 7
Field trips 6
Orientation days 6
Audio-visual aids (radio# $*?*, motion pictures) k
Bulletin boards 1
library displays 1
Occupations course 1
Student handbooks 1
.13
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Quest!m lafce#  ......  .. ... .. ....
One central location for the library 10
Systematic classification of' materiel ?
Otoe person responsible for the Hie I
Does the Hie contain all types of informational material $
Wm& the file deal only with church related vocations 11
Is the material evaluate# I
Is the materiel current end up to date %%
aTota! number of responses was 23*
library. It is obvious that if sight schools had their HI© of material 
in different places, that there must also be different individuals in 
charge of the Hies* Only two of the schools mad© any attempt to evalu­
ate the materials in the library * the strongest point was that fifteen 
of the school© reported that the material wee current' and up to date*
The material contained in si* files was all kinds of occupational lit­
erature* in eleven the files consisted of only church related occupa­
tional material* The remaining nix schools did not Indicate what their 
Hies contained. It- was evident Horn the material provided by the
t
(peationnaire, that the information .flies of the schools were not well 
organized and that the material was hardly evaluated at all*
the church rejatejt vocati.ya - covered by the services* His alrth 
portly of the study dealt with what church related vocations were 
found in the information file* the Held of church related vocations 
was divided Into two major divisions, home and foreign ministries.
Table fill Met© church related home ministries and the number of files 
containing materials dealing 'With the ministry . Table II does the same 
'for the foreign ministries. i study of the tables showed that the more 
common of the church related ministries whether home or foreign were 
found in most of the information files* However, when this was con­
sidered in light of the fact that the material was classified in only 
■seven of the files and was evaluated- in two of them end was up to date 
in only fifteen of them, the Question then would be how valuable and 
useful was the material available.
■Objective#* The- seventh area of the services, covered by the 
questionnaire was that of objectives. The aim was to discover if the 
various schools had objectives stated md if they were accomplishing
35
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 ^ Ho* of Hies Containing Voe. Material
Church music ministry 21
Home mission ministries 21
Pastoral ministry 21
Christian education ministry 20
fvsngeliam 20
Teaching in church, related schools 18
Social mtk 13
Campus ministry 8
Military chaplaincy 8
Institutional chaplaincy ?
a
aTotsl number of files m s  23.
IX
tm mmmmm mm jsot chough mutm w m m  tmmaAh mmm mn mmm immmm
;3fa«ret#| . .... ■ ■ ■ .,3^*..
Evangelism (general missionary work) 22
Education 20
(Sb^ tmmefoA# lb
EuraX mission work 13
Nurses 10
Social aarvicoa 10
Medicine $
Technical services $
laboratory technicians 3
^otsl number of files m ®  23*
mtheir objectives * the responses clearly shoved that this m& m  m m  
of weakness for only four schools had specific objectives stated* The 
four schools having, objectives felt that the objectives were being 
carried out* Of the four schools three answered that the staff members
were In sympathy with the objectives as stated* Nineteen schools or 82
per cent of those responding did not have stated objectives, fable X 
gives the responses.
Student usage of the services. The question m  to student usage 
of the services -brought a wide variety of responses* they ranged all 
the way from "a greet extent” to 11 very Utile.” In analysing the an* 
ewersf eight Indicated that the use was not good* four indicated that 
they felt that the student usage was good while the other -rnmmm m m  
of such nature a# to indicate that only certain portions of the student 
body made use of the material. The conclusion drawn based Upon the 
answers given would be that here again the services that were available 
■ were not being used to the satisf action of the school providing the 
services.
financing of the services. The question was asked as to the
i'lW H '  n W  ■ ■* * > * *  t m i i w i i w .  w
financing of the services# is the financing adequate, and is it a bud* 
get item with a percentage devoted to the information services* Again 
answers ranged from -adequate to inadequate. Not a. single school re* 
sponded with m  affirmative answer as to whether m  not the information 
services were included in the budget. One school said that these aer* 
vices were given $ per cent of the faculty budget but then stated that 
this percentage went for salaries of those involved in the services*
Not © school had a specific budgeted amount for this aspect of the guid­
ance program* Some did say that money was available and usually spent
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T&BfcR X
OBJECTIVES OP THE EDUCATIONAL AHD OCCUPATIONAL
TMunuMft wrtu AwrUttRA 1 sjf|ilV*Ve»
Questions Asked Responses*
per cent' & ' ■  
Schools 
Responding
Arc there specific objectives stated?** h 18*
Are the objectives being carried out? k ia*
to staff members accept tbs objectives stated? 1 m
^otal number of suspenses possible wm fit 
feOue school mm&m$ "non© miMm but tmderstood**1
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by tit© librarian for the acquisition of additional material for the 
Information file* On the basis of these meters it was clear that this 
aspect of the service was in need of improvement*
Evaluation of the, services* the meet two questions were designed 
to eeeeas the strengths and. weaknesses of the educational and ©coups* 
tional information servioes* f© the first question m  to the heat ©!©*• 
®m%& ©f tbs program the answer# personal counseling# was given five 
times or %p per cent.# £br a coHjpiete .Met of the answer# see fable If * 
All of the answers given deal with aspects of the guidance work of a 
school* Some of the answers were more directly connected with the in­
formation services under study . Four schools had no strong points at 
all to which to refer*
the question dealing with the weaknesses of the services pro­
voked as great a variety of answers* From a study of the responses it 
was evident that the weaknesses could be corrected without too much 
difficulty# lack of organisation and system ranked at the top with 
five saying this was the outstanding weakness of their system* Sbur 
indicated that they had need of additional information on the nonchurch 
related vocations, three indicated a mod for control by one responsible 
individual* None of these were insurmountable difficulties* A little 
time* effort and money would take ©are of these* A* Table H I  shows# 
the -schools were aware of the- areas of greatest weakness end this was 
perhaps a strong point*
j^ acemeait and the services, lest there be some mtsunderstanding 
and thus the study be Invalid# the following question was asked* nAre 
some of the services listed in the questionnaire performed by the
fABIil M
mm? rs&cm fit? qmfs AWfttJA t AttnInJa tt&Oi. iwnfiiiliO w  illld *5i?Ubiii,XwwAit iUSUoccwatoshai* mmmmim mmcm
....................Answers.......r ... . ....................... ,.r . ...........Number.................... ...........
Personal counseling 5
%  to date information a
Us© of services at department level a
Availability of informational literature a .
Mission© mphmi® a
Qmmb related vocations .file i
Christian service opportunities i
Orientation i
Close rapport between student and faculty 1
Personal Interviews with people in the field i
Personalised services s
He response k
Id
TABLE *TT
areas of weakness m  the edhcationai. m s 
m s m n m m  m & m m m  services
, .«MC»iny3» Jp. .. „ Nuu& er
Lack of organisation and system 5
Information on noncirarch related vocations
Control by one person 1
Adequate facilities a
More up to dote end complete informative file a
General occupational counseling i
No evaluation and followup i
Students not assigned to department heads i
lack of trained prnmmmt i
lack of systematic counseling i
Bverywhere i
We do not 'nor intend to inform stout secular occupation©' i
placement servicei*1 ftee answers given indicate that the schools answered 
the questionnaire with the services of the placement office in mind as 
performing a part of the functions of what might normally he considered 
a part of the educational and occupational information services, fids 
information Is given in fable XXXI *
The information services under study and <a ncall,u the final 
question of the survey was designed to determine, if possible, the 
value of objective information to students of the schools of the AMS,
As stated earlier the member schools of the AABC placed a strong emphasis 
upon the individual*© own personal relationship with God. Because of 
this relationship, the individual may expect to be led to the Spirit of 
God into the place of service, this leading was generally identified 
as a **01*11 fable XIV gives the responses be the question of how much 
weight should tee given to the woalln and how much to the objective in* 
formation.
Unforbimately in m table such as fable H ?  it was not possible 
to show how ©11 the answers were given* Host of the answers were quail* 
fled in one way or another, from the qualifications placed upon the
answers it was clear that the ttcsli* was important but at the same time
\
objective information was needed to help verily the call or determine 
the area or field of service. A number of answers indicated that all 
Christians are called to serve where God wants them to tee# The infer* 
motion services can tee useful in determining the type of service and 
the area where the service is to tee done*
tASKB till
THE PIACMN? 0FHCB AND THE EDUCATIONAL AND 
OCCUPATIONAL XNH>HHATION SERVICES
Answers Number
Tee, services are performed by placement office >$
NO, none are perferiBed by the placement office $
No placement office m  such h
No answer 3
Denomination serves m  placement office l
t&MM W t
fhe and fm mwAnmm m  m m m m m
MWMATUm SERVICES
Answers    . . ,    Hagfoey
fits call in primary
Depends on what a person believes is * nail
Call and gifts together determine
Call and objective information should coincide
Depends m  the byp& of a call
No answers
mm  * tm mrnm m m m m m m
the choice ot colleges for student body gbudg/ The services 
under study were considered from the student standpoint m  well as 
from the administrative view. Only two student bodies were questioned* 
ft was felt that the schools chosen should be -as representative as 
possible.* Grace Bible fhitltute tee. chosen b^-suae It m$ m  interae- 
nominatlonal school as well m  independent# the other college was 
chosen from among the denominational schools* In attempt was made to 
choose schools -with student 'bodies of similar else* Another factor in 
choice was the associate meatoer schools but these schools were found to 
have a smaller enrollment and would perhaps not return enough completed 
questionnaires for the study# Perhaps the most important factor mm 
that both of these schools were close at hand and both agreed to allow 
their student bodies to participate in the proposed study*
the vocations! 'information service* the student questionnaire©: 
from St* Paul Bible College and Grace Bible Institute will generally be 
considered together* St* Fata Bible College was a denominational school 
while Grace Bible: Institute was an indepmdeai school* Maere the difw 
ference in statistics warranted it* the two schools were considered 
Individually* fable ffl gives the enrollment figures for these two 
schools and the responses received from each school*, the t m  .colleges 
classified their students by iTesfcmaa* sophomore, Junior, senior and 
unclassified* Because of the three and four year programs* the ques­
tionnaire was designed to group the students by the year of training 
Instead, for otherwise in the three year program there is no sophomore 
class* Students often do not teiow their standing under the first 
classification but do remember the year of training they are in*
Because of these differences, the- percentages of fable if are nob always 
certain for sophomores and juniors, The higher number of returned 
questionnaires from Grace Bible Instiiute would be due to the fact that 
th# one conducting the study'was'a faculty member of Grace Bible Insbi* 
tuts*
Vocational choice# the opening portion of the questionnaire 
dealt with the students* choice of vocation* the answers to these 
questions would help to determine the need for occupational information 
services as well as Indicating the students* use of existing services* 
fables XVI and XVII give the responses to the questions designed to 
evaluate tide area of the information services* As Table X U  shows 
fifty-stx of the students answering the questionnaire from 0b# Paul 
Bible College indicated that they had made a vocational choice* Only 
six had not as yet made a vocational choice* Table XVI shows also 
that eleven of the students answering the- questionnaire had changed
f
their vocational choice since enrolling at St* Paul Bible College* The 
same table shows that twenty-seven had made their choice of vocation 
after ■■enrolling at St* Paul Bible College* these figures would indicate 
a need for occupational information services in view of the number of 
students who had yet to make a vocational choice or had either made or 
changed their choice while at St* Paul Bible College#
Much the same is true of the statistics for Grace Bible Institute. 
Table XVII shows that at the time of filling in the questionnaire, tl$ 
students had made a vocational choice* The number of students changing 
their vocational Choice was seventy-nine * The number not having made a 
choice would be twenty-three with sighty-three having made their voca­
tional choice at Grace Bible Institute* These statistics would support
TABLE W
STTJBQ'fT BOM ENROBM&Tf B f YEAR AND f  SB NtHBBR OF 
RBSTONSBS TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Student ...'Body Enrollment Quaatioimaires Beterned.
St* Faul ■Grace.. ...,„rSt# Grace St, Paul Grace
Firat yr* 13? 133 ' First yr. Ip 8f xuss 62#
Second St 
third yt% 'lie ■til
Second Is
*&*<**# m 2356 80S*
Iburth yr* i? S3 Fourth yr, p ss SXt V #
Special 16 #* #■ ■#*
Total 308 jrffli ■ 60 236 20* 60?
aAXX percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number.
^Because of the three and year programs offered* the- eta* 
dents in the second and third year® are grouped together#
mmm mmms m m m  mm wommm omxcR Acmmma 
to tm m m  of t m m m  at m . pawl 
m b m  CQ1USE
Question® fear of Training Answering
I 9 3 fa Ycb
Voo. choice made 18 16 13 1 m
Choice church related la n la 6 m%
Choice made before ea* 
rolling in school 13 7 10 3 37%
Choice has been confirmed U Ik 9 3 62%
Choice has changed since 
enrolling 1 6 I 3 18*
Access to information 
materials 3 13 11 k 52*
aC£* post, p{>« 83~86, Appendix B for the exact wording of the 
questions*
bTotsl number of rosponseo-^dO#
h3
f ASH OTI
s$wmt answers bbahhg m  womtmrn* choice accobmho
to THE YEAR OF TRAINING At GRACE 
BIBLE dSTITTOS
Question8 fear of training Answering
1 2  3 b  fee
foe. choice made ia 33 33 li? 62*
Choice church related 37 2d 28 lit lie*
Choice made before en­
rolling in school. 32 21 lit 13 '' 35*
Choice has been confirmed 2? 33 27 lib 56*
Choice has changed since 
' enrolling Id 3 11 18 $k%
Access to information 
materials 56 37 27 w ?Q*
8Cf* yoift* f$* $3u86j» Appendix B for the exact wording of the 
questions*
%otal number of responses— 236*
the contention that the information services are needed at Grace Bible 
Institute. Referring again to fables ffl% and tflf* 132 students had 
their vocational choice confirmed while at Grace Bible Institute and 
thirty-seven at St. Paul Bible College* If the occupational informa­
tion service had been need for nothing other than this confirmation of 
vocational choice alone, it would make the service helpful.
Factors influencing vocational choice* the seventh question of 
the student questionnaire was designed to give m  answer to the question 
of chat determines or influences vocational choice* As the question 
was worded these factors would involve the student not only while en­
rolled in the schools in the study but also prior to the time of en­
rolling in the school* fables MIII and XXX set forth the responses 
to this question* As the questionnaire was designed, there was a 
multiple response# to attempt was made to determine what one factor 
influenced the choice of vocation the most. For the purposes of this 
study the tables indicated that the services under consideration were 
rated quite lew by way of influencing vocational choice* Both tables 
listed the occupational Information services as tenth on the list* It 
is possible that those indicating personal investigation did use the 
occupational information available* Personal investigation ranked 
second with St. Paul Bible College students and fourth with Grace Bible 
Institute students. When the statistics were considered from fables 
VII, VIII and IX, it Is evident that the occupational information serv­
ices could not play too great a part in vocational choice for the amount 
of vocational material was not great nor was it readily available* 
fables XVXXX and XXX give the factors Influencing choice of vocation 
for each year of training. It did not seem that any conclusions could 
be drawn based on the changes in rank from year to year*
%tabus van
FACTOBS INFLUENCING VOCATIONAL CHOICB AS t m m : W  
m  ST, PAUL BIBLE COLLEGE STUDENTS
Factors® Tear of Training Total Percentage
 ' . 1 2 3 4 :. . of Response
Contact with people in
the vocation 1? lit 9 5 45 75%
Personal investigation lit 16 8 5 43 725
A "call" by God 11 13 9 3 38 635
Borne influence 10 11 7 4 32 535
Student discussions 12 11 6 2 31 515
Classroom work 8 9 8 3 30 9X%
Instructors 9 9 9 3 30 505
Conferences (Bible, etc,} 6 10 10 1 25 495
Chapel presentations 9 9 7 4 29 495
Personal counseling 12 7 5 k 28 485
Occupational information 10 9 5 1 27 455
Chr. Service Assignments 8 6 5 4 23 395
Pastoral counseling It 5 7 4 20 345
Beading biographies 8 2 6 2 18 305
Bible camp experiences It 4 5 It 17 295
°Factore are arranged in numerical order on the basis of total 
number Indicating vocational choice influenced by the factor.
tawb m i
FACTORS MFfflmmm VOCATIONAL CH3ICB AS INDICATED BT
uHAvla X&i3U& li ui o  15* Ui/laWiS
Factors® fear of Trailing Total Percentage
Contact with people in 
the vocation £0 36 32 83 161 68£
Conferences (Stole* etc*) bO 36 16 38 l£0 6b$
A %ali« bf God J*5 33 29 $g lh 2  m $
Personal investigation 38 33 30 36 13? $$$
Home influence U2 32 29 30 133 56*
Chapel presentations 35 If ib 33 12U $2%
Classroom worfc |5 28 fit 33 120 51#
Ghr* service assi^uoeabs if 2? fl If 109 k6%
Instructors 33 26 if |0 108 1*6#
Occupational information 31 18 20 22 91 39#
Student discussions 26 2k 19 21 90 |8#
Bible caqp experiences 23 18 18 21 80
feuding 'biographies 28 18 15 18 79
personal counselings ft 17 16 21 ?6
Counseling with pastor 5 12 h 12 33 lb#
sFecbere are arrangod in numerical order on the basis of total 
number indicating vocational choice influenced by the factor*
mThe educational information services. The second portion of the 
student questlenaairs dealt with the educational information services* 
The questions were constructed so that the answers would show how many 
students of each school planned on more education* how many were aware 
of the educational information services and' how many had used these 
services* Question twelve of the questionnaire dealt with what had in­
fluenced them to males their choice as to additional education# Ques­
tion thirteen dealt with factors involved in determining the choice of 
school for additional training* Tables II to m i l  give the statistics 
based on the responses to these questions*
Evaluation of the educational information service* The answers 
to the questions dealing with these services at it* Fatal Bible College 
Show that 62 per cent of the students answering planned m  additional 
education. Table IX give#' the .statistics for St. Faul Bible College.
Sue to the wording of the questionnaire it was possible that this 
figure could be misleading. Some of the students may have had in 
mind that they Intended to finish their training at St. Paul Bible Soi­
lage and thus answered yes* The purpose of the question was be deter­
mine if there; were need of additional training feu? the particular voca­
tion that was chosen* had the decision been made to tales the additional 
training and how that decision was reached. The answers from the nine 
questionnaires returned by the fourth year students would be applicable. 
Using these answers for St. Paul Bible Uoilege it was seen that it per 
cent of the fourth year students indicated additional education* A
total of 2b per cent indicated they were aware of the educational infer-
/
motion services and 12 per cent that they had used the services* The 
12 per cent that indicated additional education said they were not aware 
of the Information services and had not used them. The statistics for
the entire group responding showed a need for the ©ervices under ques­
tion for the students at gt* ■ fanl i&b&e College mast bo abM to dotwm$m 
tether or not the training program already started will meet the educa­
tional entry demands for their- vocatloual choice# the fact that only I? 
per cent were aware of the sendee and only j$ per cent of those respond­
ing 'had used the educational services is indicative of the followings 
that the services are not publicized* Just not being used or need for 
‘Mils Mnd of service is provided in. other ways*
Much of what has. been said of the St* Paul Bible College re* 
spouses holds true for the Grace Bible institute student body* Of the 
fourth year student# 2? per cent answered that they intended to tabs 
additional training* the responses showed 1*0 per cent were aware of 
the services ami 21 per cent had used the services* Of the Grace Bible 
Institute fourth year students having made a vocational choice, $0 per 
cent had changed their choice of vocation* and of these* 10 per cent 
had used the educational informatioii services* - the .percentage figure 
for Grace Bible Institute students aware of the educational information 
services was ?0 .per cent but only 22 per cent had used those services*
It was possible* of coarse^ that the students having made a vocational 
choice iguaw the educational ra^ulretpnts also and so had no need for 
using the services*. the statistics based on the responses trm Grace 
Bible Institute would indicate that the educational information aerv* 
ices were not being used m  they might* The number of students from 
each year using them did Indicate that the fourth year students made 
the most of the service* Table HI gives the figures for Grace Bible 
Institute students responses to this portion of the questionnaire*
Additional training* The thirteenth question was misunderstood 
by the students responding so that no statistics ware compiled for it
0TABLE XX
TABUUTIOS OP RESPONSES PROM STODHWS OF ST. PABL BIBLE COLLEGE
milt? tti-firirtt rant) m m  XPtTATTTAfPTf'flCf a c > mtn?. rUliN xolliJNUt i n K  p w JS i n a  IS VAJUuili AUN w f  iiUS
' wmmufim smmcM
Question® Tear of Training 
1 a I J*
Total Pm Cent of
Here education planned M  31 k 2 ' 37 ■' m
10. Awareness of services 11 13 10 a* m un
'XX* Use of services 9 ' 9 2 2 22 ' m
ftGf* post, pp* $$&&» $$prni&iM. B for the exact ***
questions.
: bTotal number of responses po»i&bXe~~60, *
TABLE xxx
TABULATION OP RESPONSES BNOM STUDENTS OP GRACE BIBLE INSTITUTE 
FURNISHNC THE BASIS FOR THE EVALUATION OP THE 
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE
Question0 fear of Training
. 1 .£ 3 h
Total P«r Cont of
9* More education planned n ait 36 aii m 5W
10. Awareness of services m la 36 to 165 70%
U ’< tfee of services 33 Hi T 33 53 22*
*Gf* BS«^» PP* 83-86, Appall* B for the exact wording of the
QU08wiOK0*
^otal nunfcor of posoible reepcmsao— S36.
from other than the Grace Bible Institute fourth year students ishe am* 
evered that they intended to take additional training. Even here It 
mm obvious that gone of the answers m m  dealing with the choice of 
the present school being attended and not future* Ibur students narked 
mission board requirements and Job entry requirements, location was a 
factor in five choices. A friend either attending or having been at 
the school influenced three* The other responses were so infrequent 
that no further tabulation mm attempted. Of all the rest of the (brace 
Bible Institute questionnaires returned, only els made a response that
could foe construed to refer to theeducational information services as• >
a factor in the choice of the school attended or to be attended In the 
future. Since none of the seniors answering the question used these 
services to help determine the need for additional training, it seemed 
that the services were not known# or perhaps not needed.
Factors influencing decision as to additional education* Ques­
tion twelve of the student questionnaires dealt with the student*s 
evaluation of the factors that influenced them to determine mat addi­
tional education was necessary for entry into their vocational choice.
Table XHI gives these figures for St. Paul Bible College students and
Table IIH for Grace Bible Institute students. It was interesting 
that In- both schools contact with people in the vocation was the factor 
most frequently mentioned* Ibis same factor was most frequently checked 
as influencing the Individual In. vocational choice* In both the St.
Paul Bible College and Grace Bible Institute responses# the educational 
information services and occupational information services were ranked 
next to last and last. While this did not prove that the services
were ineffective or in need of Improvement, it certainly indicated that
they were not used by any large portion of the respective student bodies*
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FACTORS INFLUENCING DECISION AS 30 ADDITIONAL EDUCATION
ft <3 TlJTYTf*ftft2Tl WT <3f ‘pftTTT WrWPli! OifUnUPKTfQms$ jjROXUAiisi/ £>1 oi.« tauxi £UldxaS yysi#siiS' Oi Ui/JsN J.O
Factors Tear of fraiotog 
.... 1 .t 3 I*
Total . Percentage 
of Re s pono ee
i
Contact with people 
In the vocation 11 Ik 10 s 39 6<0S
Instructors 10 IS 10 3 32 - m
St-udent discussions 9 £ * 28 m
Classroom work 7 a 5 3 23 m
Personal counseling 10 6 a 1 23 m
Ed* information services a 10 i* ■so 22 3M
toe* Information services t 5 % «#* 16 t n
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me
Sbctora Taar of Training Total Percentage
............... 1 .2 . 3. k . . .of.
Contact with people
la the vocation IS 30 m 29 100
Student discussions 29 at 22 21 m
Instructors sa 22 is 21 88 3n
massroom noiric sii 1? 15 16 82 35%
Personal counseling 21 is 11 1? 6l» m
Ed. information services #2 lit 10 10 S>6 Zh%
Occ• information services 19 Ik 9 12 Sh 23*
These services needed to be need for while certain types of information 
may be gained: in other ways* detailed* factual* accurate information 
can most readily be obtained and studied through the information serv­
ices under consideration*
chow the student1© suggestions for improvement of the services under 
Study* Many of the students had no suggestions to make* This could 
m m  that they either thought the services adequate or simply did not 
know how they could Ho attempt was made to determine
Which of these might be the case# The responses made did not Indicate 
any great lack In these services*
the ”<*sll” and the; use of objective information* The question, 
now under consideration was on© vital to the entire study * This was 
the same question that was ashed in the questionnaire sent to the col­
leges* M  was seen in the responses from the deans* the "call" was 
primary but objective information was also needed.** The student ques­
tionnaires Indicated the need for objective information was greater than 
did the deans* Tables XXVI and XXVII give the student responses in the 
descending order of frequency to this question#
Table XXVI ©hows the responses of students from St# Paul Bible 
College* Answers 1* 2, 1*# 9# 1# all indicated' that the "call” and 
objective information go together# This was almost 60 per cent of the 
responses# While the amount of emphasis upon the "call” and otto in­
formation varied from answer to answer, it was seen that the "call” 
needs to be confirmed by objective information* The answers ranked
©lions for improving the services* fables XU? and XXV
— — M i M .  mmmmim  . M W M i i l H a M i #  i>i> m w M i * # # *
3Cf. ante. Table OT, p, i»8*
table x h v
SUGGESTIONS TOR j m m o m t  OP THE EDUCATIONAL ASS OCCUPATIONAL 
INFORMATICS SERVICES BASES UPON THE RESPONSES PROM 
THE STUDENTS OP ST. PAtJL HIBLB COLLEGE
Jbmmes*...... . No# of Responses*
More tnforeiation g l i m  to 0
More readily available information 6
Hare specific mid detailed information 1*
More informational material of ell kinds 3
Better balance upon all area© of ctw related ^eeationg a
A specific location for the information files a
Material that 1© current i
Counseling in this area i
®Cf. moot. pp. 83-86, Appendix B for the exact questions. 
b5tot«il number poealble— 60.
TAELH 42V
suggestions mn improvement of the educational and occupational
INFORMATION SERVICES BASSO UPON THE RESPONSES PROM 
THE STUDENTS ©F ©BAGS BIHJE INSTITUTE
Jk*ewprea.. .....■ Ho* of Beapmaes^
Hake the services knoim 2?
Hors complete file including secular vocations 6
Bitter counseling in this area fe
Central location 3
Trained personnel 3
Hors instruction on the nee of the services 1
Special vocational classes for1 underclassmen 1
Hor© emphasis upon the services 1
Hake the information more available 1.
Improved testing program and use 1
*&t* &>&%* w* #3*84* Appendix I-imt theexaet questions. 
^Total ximher poseible— 236.
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3# 5> 6, 7, 8 all tended to place th© mat emphasis upon © *eall.n 
These answers were about 25 per cent of the total* App?oadmat©l^  12 
per cent did not answer this question,
Table XXVII give© the reeponoee of the students of Grace Bible 
Institute* The perooiitages here were not as high In favor of the need 
for objective information m  at St* Paul Bible College but still they 
were favorable* The responses numbered 2* 3, 5, 6, or 3b per ©eat iudi* 
oeted that the call should bo given top consideration or at least it 
took precedence over other criteria used to determine vocation. Be** 
spouses 1, k$ 8f 9, 10, or 1*2 per cent indicated that the call and eb* 
jective material were both needed* About 25 per cent did not answer 
this question.
Students from both schools indicated that both the “call11 and 
objective informtion were .seeded# The responses showed that almost 
all students felt the need for a "call11 but over 58 per cent indicated 
the need for objective information together with the %a31*w This 
would support the need for the services under investigation in this 
studv*
6b
•r&mst x m
THE "CALL" AND THE OSS OF THE EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL 
INFORMATION SERVICES 131 DETERMINING CHOICE OF VOCATION 
BASED OH RESPONSES FROM STUDENTS OF ST . PAUL 
BIBLE COLLEGE
Answers^ ................. r. ....Hosier...
Per cast 
of Responses
u Ho call it not able * 17 28$
2* Baoxanslne position see if call 1# correct 7 12$
% If cfilled, God will give needed abilities 7 12$
h* Call to to be considered loot 7 12$
s* Call is to be considered first above ill else 6 10$
6* Emphasis should be m  general call, hot specific it 7$
7* 0ae common sense but call is tops t 3$
t. If called, doors will open 1 .07$
9* Abilities and call should be considered togetherl .07$
XO* A H  are called 1 .07$
u * No answers 7 12$
aCf» post, pp. 83-86, Appendix B Top complete *ording of the 
questions.
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6*
9*
10#
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dfckfeuS Mi. rflfe J* jiwsrw i^k SM. *XilSerat)33*$iS tfll© Call
the %mI gives enablement to meet the call 
If God calls, fill problems can be overcome 
Ho call to specific work unless person able.* 
There must be a call 
Give all weight to the cell 
Circcyasstances and the call must go together 
Sosse weight should be given to a call 
Emphasis on general esll^  not to. specific work. 
If call blocked, go to another area of services 
answers
Ik 31*2|2 18*
16 ?*
12 5*11
16 $%k%
9 k%
3 1*
3 1*1
65 25*
°Cf. gggt, pp. 83-86, Appendix B for the complete wording of tbs 
questions. 7 "
CHAPTER V
SWMAHX, OCCLUSION, B£C02%DBNSATXI»!S
fw w i w t i w• oUWRAKX
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the occupational end 
educational information services of the member schools of the MBC, and 
- to determine the need for such services In view of the emphasis upon s 
”eall" to a field or area of service. involved in the study was the 
working out of criteria that might be of use in evaluating such services 
and the critical examination of esleting informational material in the 
area of church related vocations* The solution to the study involved 
the use of literature In the field of the occupational and educational 
information services to establish the criteria for evaluation* this 
led to the formulation oft (1) a questionnaire for the Beans of Educa­
tion of the member schools of the MBOf (f) a questionnaire for the 
students of 'two selected schools* These questionnaires formed the basis 
for the evaluation of the services from the schools1 viewpoint and the 
students* They also served as the foundation for determining the need 
of these services*
The criteria developed will be stated separately and so will not 
be dealt with in this summary. The evaluation of existing Informational 
material has been included in Appendix B*
The administrative questionnaire. The responses to the question­
naire showed that of the member schools twenty-three of the twenty-seven
schools responding offered the services investigated in this study*
The tabulations Indicated the services studied were under the adminis­
tration of six different administrative officers with two schools indi­
cating two officers in charge* There were nine different offices listed 
as being the technical leader or the one in direct control* A total of 
thirteen other individuals were also seen to be involved in the services* 
As far as the content of the educational file, the responses 
showed that one school had eleven types of material while two schools 
had one type, the average being five# The nest frequent form of ma­
terial was the college catalog* The occupational information file shows 
that one school had seventeen kinds of informational material while one 
school had none with the- m m  being five* The material that was avail­
able was not made readily accessible# This was hot only seen from the 
administrative questionnaire but also from the student questionnaire*
The statistics from the administrative questionnaire showed that of the 
suggested ways of making the Information available, only U*7 ways were 
used ®s an average* Two schools used nine different ways and three 
schools used only one way.
The organization of the material was seen in Table TO* Thir­
teen school# had no central location for the file, fifteen had more 
than one person in charge, eleven had only church related vocational 
material found in their files, twenty-one did not evaluate the material 
in the files and sight said it was not current and up to date* The 
church related vocational material found in the files was aeon to be 
that dealing with the mo*1#.common of the vocations# The 'more special­
ised ministries were not found in many of the files*
The result# of the questionnaire revealed that only four school# 
had specific objective# for the services under investigation In this 
study. All four schools stated that the objectives were being carried
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out and three of the four said that the objectives were accepted by the 
entire staff.
Student usage of the services was shown to range from wa great 
extent" to "very little.*» Sight schools indicate the use was not good* 
four that it was good* fhe financing of the services also was shown a# 
a specific budget item in only one school and there the budgeted amount 
went for the salary of those staff and administrative individuals in** 
volved in the services*
The strengths of the services were shorn to vary greatly from 
school to school with personal counseling the most frequent strength. 
Four schools gave no answer to this question* The weaknesses listed 
were many with lack of organisation and system the most frequent, 
lack of information on nonchurch related vocations and administration 
was the next most frequent weakness listed* Nine schools indicated 
that the placement office did some work in this field, largely con­
fined to making known the available positions open in church related 
vocations. ■
Thirteen schools indicated that a "call” was primary to choosing 
a church related vocation but all qualified their answers so that it 
was evident that objective information should also be used.
fhe student questionnaires * fhe student questionnaires filled 
out by St. Faul Bible College and Grace Bible Institute students did 
not contain differences of information that were of importance to this 
study. While the percentages did fluctuate some, the responses were 
generally the same. A majority of the students had made a vocational 
choice* Of those students making such s choice a majority again had 
chosen a church related vocation* fhe responses from both schools in-
dlcated bhat k7 per cent t*ad made their choice of vocation before on* 
rolling i m  their respective schools* Of those having made the choice 
before enrolling, fl per sent Indicated that they had changed their os* 
cupational choice since enrolling at their present school* A total of 
61 per cent Indicated that they had had access to informational materials 
of sufficient taint that they could make an occupational choice that 
wasvalid*
fhe study revealed .that the most frequently mentioned factor in­
fluencing vocational choice in. both schools m& contact with individuals 
In the vocation* The second and third factors ware direct investigation 
mad a personal “call*” fhe occupational information service was tenth 
of fifteen factors*
-fhe statistics dealing with the educational services showed that 
of the two student bodies questioned 58 per cent looked forward to ad* 
dltionat education* St* faul Bible Soilage students Indicated li? par 
cent vere aware of educational Infomatlon while 70 'per cant of Grace 
Bible Institute Indicated an awareaessof the educational information 
services. An average figure of 36 per cent for the two school* were 
shown to have consulted the services* The factor# that infiuenccd the 
students1 decision a#: to the need for additional education mm contact 
with individuals in the vocation* fhe educational information service 
ranked sixth out of a possible seven*
Student responses to the question as to suggestions as to im* 
pfevemsnt were not especially enlightening* Soma student# made more 
than on© suggestion but assuming each suggestion wa# from a different 
student, this would leave a total of Z%9 students from the two schools 
who had no suggestions a# to ways of improving the information ser­
vices under study*
The question as to the relative importance of a "call*1 and oh* 
elective Information in determining a "cell" showed that 51 per cent of 
the students responding from both schools indicated a need for objec­
tive information, 30 per cent indicated the primacy of the "call" with 
19 per cent indicating no answer.
n *  m m m m
This study began with two hypotheses* the first was that the edu­
cational and occupational information services of the member schools of 
the MBS were inadequate* The conclusion was that m  far as the schools 
involved in the study are concerned, the hypothesis was sustained for 
the following reasons#
1* The administration of the services in quo at ion did not follow 
any consistent pattern of organization suggested for these 
services*
2* The Information in the occupational end educational information 
files was not couplets, organized* classified or readily available*
3* There were only four schools with specific objectives for the 
services*
It* Only four schools indicated that the student usage of the serv­
ices was good#
5* Only one school indicated that these services m m  a part of the 
regular budget and this for salaries only,
6. The m& of these services did not play a very important part in
students* selection of vocation or need of additional education#
7, Only 69 per cent of the students questioned were aware of these 
services and only 36 per cent had used the services in their 
respective schools*
The second hypothesis was that educational and occupational infer*, 
motion services were needed in schools of the nature found in the MBC in 
spite of the emphasis on a "call*" This also was substantiated as far as 
the schools involved in the study were concerned for the following reasons #
1* Of the schools coppleting the questionnaires> twenty-three indi­
cated that they offer such services*
2# The administrative official filling out the questionnaire, the 
Bean of Education, in the esse of thirteen schools indicated 
the primacy of a "call*1 hut ell those responding indicated the 
need for the services in question*
3* The students responding clearly underscored, the need for such - 
services by 51 per cent indicating a need for objective infor­
mation m  to 30 per oeat who placed the emphasis upon a "call** 
as tbs determining factor la vocational choice* The remaining 
19 per cent did not answer the question*
fTf* : T3X?r> fanvfOKtTS * ffTmr &
The study conducted was limited* The number of schools involved 
in the study was only twenty-three or Ui per cent of the member schools 
of the aabc. M y  two student bodies participated in the study* It 
would be possible that all the other schools not involved la this study 
had excellent guidance services which Included those services under 
consideration in this study, however, such a possibility seems remote# 
Because the study seems to show the need for improvement in the area of 
guidance, the following recommendations are suggested*
1# That the MBS encourage member school© to Improve their educa­
tional and occupational information services*
0* That the need for such services be emphasised as a means of 
helping to determine and confirm the "call* of God to a field 
of service#
3* That the AABC include store specific criteria in their manual 
for guidance and counseling services and in particular the 
information services*
k* That the AABC encourage member schools to include these serv­
ices in the budget as a part of the total guidance program#
Certainly in view of the strategic part ployed by the member 
schools of the MBC in providing trained personnel for the church re­
lated vocations, no student personnel service should be neglected that 
would help to charnel more students into these vocations*
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1 m  sure that you share the concern consjon to most individuals in the 
field of Christian Education as to the effectiveness of the total pro­
gram provided for students attending Christian Colleges and Bible in ­
stitutes*
A* you know, the member schools of the Accrediting Association of 
Bible Colleges perform m  Important work in the training of students 
for church related vocations* Over fifty per coat of all Protestant 
missionaries serving In foreign fields are trained in such schools.
In the lest few years there has been a great emphasis upon guidance 
and counseling at all levels of education to help students make wise 
■choices for future training and preparation for- life** work*. Inasmuch 
m  the school of which you are a part has a key role In the training 
of young people for church related vocations, I am sure that you are 
Interested in Improving the program wherever possible* Ibr that rea­
son I am asking you to take the time to fill out the enclosed ques­
tionnaire dealing with the educational and occupational information 
services of your school* © guidance program mad. return it to me In the 
enclosed envelope*
1 know that you are busy and that you have many demands m  your time#
X do believe that the study of these guidance services should help In 
improving these phases of the guidance services* this in turn should 
help students make more valid and lasting decisions as to training and 
future- church related vocations*
A copy of this study with result® will be made available to hr* John 
Hostert, Executive Secretary of the MBC, for it is with his encour­
agement that I am undertaking this study*
thank you for your cooperation and assistance in the research study *
Ih Him,
Bussell 0* donee
THE EDUCATIONAL AHD OOGDPATOTAt INIORHATXC8* SERVICES OF THE MEMBER 
BOmtS Of THE ACCBEBITI1&G ASS0CIATXOR OF HSBEE COIIEGES
PHRPOSE* To determine the present status of the educational end oc­
cupational information services of the member schools of 
the MBC end to provide a basis for the evaluation of those 
services*
DIRECTIONS* Answer all questions that are pertinent to your educational 
end occupational information services# A check mark indi­
cates an affirmative answer, a question left blank a nega­
tive answer. There are sir open end questions* Answer 
them as fdiy as you can* The educational service In­
volves the process of providing material that will famish 
information regarding the choice of studies, curricula, 
schools and colleges so that the training taken will on* - 
able the individual to enter and perform in the chosen vo­
cational field. Occupational information is that infor­
mation needed for intelligently planning a future, build* 
ing s 'career# end in effecting satisfactory adjustment in. 
a vocation. Please fill out the questionnaire and return 
it in the enclosed# self-addressed, stamped envelope.
The school with which 1 am affiliated offers as a part of- 
the guidance services, educational and occupational Infer* 
matton.
Administration of the educational and occupational infor­
mation services.
The administrative officer finally responsible for the 
services is
President 
Dean of Education 
Dean of Student Affairs 
Other (list title)
The individual in direct control of the services is (list 
title)
C. Other personnel directly involved In the information serv­
ices are (list# please)
mnit
if*
What kinds of information ere available?
A* Educational information
College and university catalogs 
*l",w"  College and university directories
Vocational and technical school information 
~riWl;1fnr Vocational and technical school "directories 
'TTUrnrT Information m  special schools 
Tr!:,rri“r Military training 
: Apprmticeship training
  Correspondence schools
How to select a training program 
Costs of further training'
"rmmw Scholarship end loan information 
. Transfer of credit
B* Occupational information
Career fiction 
Biography
Occupational monographs 
Occupational briefs 
Occupational abstracts 
Occupational guides 
dob series
Descriptive literature 
Recruitment literature 
Posters-charts 
Surveys* dob analysis* etc*
Annotated bibliographies 
Magazines
Specialised occupational studies 
Technical reports
notion pictures* film strips* slides* etc* 
Tapes, recordings* etc*
How is the information made available for usef
Group activities
Orientation days 
Held trips
Christian service assignments 
Clubs and organisations 
Chapel programs 
Classroom, work 
Student handbooks
Audio-visual aids (radio, t* V*, motion pictures, etc*) 
Individual counseling 
Others (flease list)
Tt.
v n .
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How Is the information organized for use?
Is the information collected in one location? (If not*
how many places? _ .. .  ^ . . . . .   .)
la the material
la there one person responsible for collecting and filing 
informational material?
la an attempt made to evaluate the material using a work** 
list such as that of the NVGA?
Is the material current and up to date?
Sees the file or library contain all types of informational 
material?
Poes the file or library contain material that deals only 
with the church related vocations?
What kinds of church related vocations are covered hr the infer** 
motional material in the file or library?
A* Home Ministries
Campus ministry 
Christian education ministry 
church music ministry 
Evangelism
Home mission ministries 
Institutional chaplaincy 
Military chaplaincy 
Pastoral ministry 
Social Work
leaching (in church related schools)
B* Foreign Ministries
Churchmaaship (working with national workers in the various 
phases of the work of the church)
Evangelism {general eds sionsry work)
Education
laboratory technicians 
Medicine 
Nurses
Rural mission work 
technical services 
Social services
Objectives
Are there specific objectives stated for the educational and 
occupational information services?
Ho staff mentors accept the objectives of the services as 
stated?
Are the objectives being carried out?
Mease answer the following open end questions* If more space is 
needed* use the back of the questionnaire*
A* How extensively do the students use the services that are 
available?
m6. How adequately are the services financed? (if possible please 
give the percentage of the budget allowed for these services*)
C. What Co you believe are the host elements of the educational 
and occupational information services offered at your instil 
tution?
i* 3n what respect are these services least adequate or in need 
of improvement?
I* are some of these services listed in the questionnaire per* 
formed by the school placement office?
F* When counseling with students and using objective educational 
and occupational information, how much weight or emphasis 
should be given to a "call” to a particular area or field of 
service?
"^gnature
APPENDIX B
fffE EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION SERVICES OF THE MEHBER 
SCHOOLS OF fill ACCREDITING- ASSOCIATION OF 
BIBLE C0LLBOES
PURPOSE* to determine and evaluate the present status of the educa­
tional information and occupational information services 
of representative schools of the AABC, using information 
gathered by a questionnaire given to the students of the 
selected schools*
DIRECTIONSi Mower ill questions* Check the appropriate answer* Hi- 
decided means you don11 know, can* t he sure of the ans­
wer or don* t understand the question* There are several 
open end questions. Consider your answers carefully and 
answer as fully and accurately as possible* fhe educa­
tional Information, service involves the providing of ma­
terial that "wiil furnish information regarding choice of
studies, curricula, schools, and colleges so that the 
training taken will enable the Individual to enter and 
perform in the chosen vocational field* Occupational in* 
fome&m provides information m  the mtmSof^WST^rS 
in:',advocation, tralniBg qualifications needed, work­
ing conditions, geographical areas where vocation Is 
found, needed workers in the vocation, advancement, pay 
and other forms of satisfaction# KLeaee fill out the 
questionnaire and return it as instructed*
1* I am at present in the ...  ,.. ... .year- in my program at the school
that I am attending*
t* Have you arrived at a choice of a life vocation?
yes n o u ndecided
.3* It this vocation one that would be considered a cl&cii relsted 
vocation? (eg* pastorate, missions work, Christian education, 
etc#)
k. Bad you arrived at this choice before enrolling in your present 
school?
yes no undecided
5* Have the informational services and other experiences at your 
school confirmed your choice of vocation?
yes no undecided
6* Have you changed your vocational choice since enrolling in your 
school you are now attending?
no undecided
7* What has influenced you to make your vocational choice?
Home
Counseling with pastor 
Bible camp experiences 
Occupational information 
Personal counseling 
Conferences {Bible, Missions)
Chapel presentations 
Classroom work 
Instructors'
Christian service assignments
Contacts with people in the vocation 
Discussions with students 
Heading biographies 
Personal investigation 
A "call* by Ood 
Other {list please)
yes no 
yes no
yoa” ,The 
yes no 
y&®'rTrm  
ye& W  
yes no
yes no 
yes,,,.. he 
yw*WMW  
yssrromo 
yes'^no
yes no
undecided 
undecided" 
undecided" 
undecided" 
undecided" 
undecided" 
\anaecxd©a 
undecided  ^
undecided 
undecided
wdecided” 3
undecided
undecided ;
undecided" 
undecided’
10.
11.
Do you think that you have access to enough valid, objective, up 
to date and accurate informational material so that you can make 
m  intelligent* considered choice of a church related vocation?
yes.. no  ..vndecided
Are you planning on additional education or training before en­
tering into your life vocation?
yes ., ...no . undecided.
Are you aware that there is educational information and occupa­
tional information available in your school?
he undecided
Have you consulted or used the informational material that is 
available in arriving at your educational or occupational choice?
yes no undecided
12* How did you determine that additional schooling was necessary?
Personal counseling 
Educational information services 
Occupational information services 
Classroom work 
Instructors
Discussion® with students
Contact with Individuals in the vocation
Other (Mot please)
yea no 
yes~jio 
yes no 
ye©“ no 
yes.... .no 
yeg~***"W 
yea no
undecided
undecided
undecided'
undecided
undecided
undecided’
undecided
mU* How did you arrive at that choice of school? 
{list the factors that wore involved)
ItU If you think that the educational information mil occupational in­
formation services of your school could he improved, what areas 
of improvement can you suggest?
15, Bow much weight should he given to a ^personal call from ®ed** to 
a particular vocation when thi# call may not he supported hy in­
formation supplied by the information services? Examples of such 
a situation would he as follows!
1, Tom -are called -to he -a Christian education director in your 
church denomination hut the churches are not large enough to 
use such a full time person#
2. lorn are called to a mission field that requires the use of a 
foreign language* ■ im have failed every language course at­
tempted*
APraraxx €
m m m m  which rbgexvbb questionnaire
ACCREDITED COILEGES
Asms a College 
Barrington College 
Berkshire Christian College 
Bethany Bible College 
Blade- College 
C&lvery Bible College 
Canadian Bible College 
Central Bible Institute 
Central Weelayan College 
Columbia Bible College 
Detroit Bible College 
Bastem Pilgrim College 
Fort Wayne Bible College 
Free Will Baptist Mbit College 
Grace Bible Institute 
Kentucky ehrlstian Collie 
Lee College
Lincoln Christian College 
London College of Bible and Missions 
Manhattan Bible College 
Mennonite Brethren Bible College 
Minnesota Bible College 
Moody Bible institute'
Multnomah School of the Bible 
Northeastern Collegiate Bible Institute 
Northwest College of the Assemblies of 
Nysck Missionary College 
Pacific Christian College 
Philadelphia College of Bible 
Piedmont Bible College 
St* Paul Bible College 
Simpson Bible College 
Southeastern Bible College 
South-Eastern Bible College 
Southwestern Assemblies of God College 
Toccoa Falls Institute 
Vennard College 
Washington Bible College 
Western Baptist Bible College
Aausa, California 
Barrington, Rhode Island 
Lenox, Massachusetts 
Santa Crus, California 
La Mirada* California 
Kansas City, Missouri 
Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada 
Springfield,. Missouri 
Central, South Carolina 
Columbia, South Carolina 
Detroit, Michigan 
Allentown, Pennsylvania 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Nashville, Tennessee 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Grayson, Kentucky 
Cleveland, Tennessee 
Lincoln, Illinois 
London, Ontario, Canada 
Manhattan, Kansas 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Chicago, Illinois 
Portland, Oregon 
Essex Fills, New Jersey 
Kirkland, Washington 
Nyack, Mm fork 
Long. Beach, California 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
St* Paul, Minnesota 
San Francisco, California 
Birmingham, Alabama 
Lakeland, Florida 
Waxahachia, Texas 
Toccoa Falle, Georgia 
diversity Park, Iowa 
Washington, B. C*
M  Cerrito, California
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
American Baptist Theological Seminary 
College of the Bible Nashville, t mmwm
Atlanta Christian College Bast Point, Georgia
Appalachian Bible Institute Bradley, West Virginia
Beroan Bible School Allentown, Pennsylvania
Christian Training institute 
Emmaue Bible School 
Friends Bible College 
Lancaster School of the Mble 
North Central Bible Collage 
Northeast Bible Institute 
Open Bible College 
Reformed Bible Institute 
Rockmont College 
Souther Pilgrim Allege
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 
Oak Park, Illinois 
Haviland, Kansas 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Or sen Lane, Pennsylvania 
Bee Nolnes, Iowa
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Longmont, Colorado 
Xeraersvillo, No* Carolina
m m m t  n
evaluation of church related vocational literature
frag Af TrA'PTAM* V*? * UJ3J^v/A*A 4.VI*
A*~Gareer fiction
t V  t% j6' JM*. MMMk j u i i ^ k i w * .<p»* m.ograpiQ?
C*-Qecupational monograph 
JL-Qccupational brief 
E--Oecupational abstract 
F^^cupatiohal guide 
C— Job series 
B— Business and; industrial 
sertptive literature
l*.-0ccupatioaal or industrial do* 
scriptive literature 
J-~Recruitment literature 
E**foster or chart 
L.~Article or reprint 
H-~Community Survey, economic 
report, Job analysis 
K-^Other
RECOMMQIBATION
highly recommended (Maximum adherence to H* V# 0. A# standards).
iAmM m
A« M l  MINISTRIES
ALL fOCATICms
j* Christian yocation and Church Vpcationefor Isuth Advisor
P» w r'13rTnr
>orways to Christian Service, Evangelical Covenant Church ot America, 
*, Iftjppi W
and Service Opportunities, Hard of Christian Service, Oeneral 
erence Mennonibe Churth, &*#*,. 1J pp« H*
Careers in the Liberal Ch 
tfoiversalist Assoclailon,
Today, Department Education, thitarian
, *» pp,, 1#
The Christian Ministry, Church Vocations Commltte©, Christian Oiurch, 
jaudt* o pp , u*
A Church Vocation Monograph, Church Vocations Committee, Christian 
Church, n.a., & p p*C#
Laborers Into Sis Harvest, National Council of Church os of Christ in
<n o ^ T s ^ r 7  w m s $  »
mQmtmm w mi u m
Christian Education, Church Vocations Committee, Christian Church, *m t* 
Christian Education as a Church Occupation, Uhite# Presbyterian U*S,A,,
.O p m ji W  Wrm W IW fe tW 'll i ii*     ”  ■ w
S S i l  pp* B#
If You Wanted to Become a Christian Education Director, National Coun~
n g r b r i g c i s r ^  d
Belgians gaucation Difeotor, Chronicle Outdance Publications, 1563,
m m m
&  M  U S  Liberal Ministry, Department of the Ministry, American
Pf* I
Be a Sural faster* Hattons! Council of the Churches of Christ in the 
— C s ^ ^ n ^ T o  ggu, |0, M
Clergygien* Chronicle Guidance Publications, 1563, I* pp*$ Mi*
Clergymen, Science Research Association, 1555, & pp#
The Clergy, Protestant Clergy, Xp6h, h J$»
Ministerial leadership in the. Ifoitsrian tftitver sails t Association, M*
It pp** 150, I#
Mine Questions about Entering the Ministry, United Presbyterian Church 
W*S*A*, 1?60, i p*
Possibly the Ministry, National Council of the Churches of Christ in the
T O T  r#''n*dT7c^*, 5#*
The Ordained Ministry, Unite# Presbyterian, U,SJU, 1555, k pp* C*
The Parrish Ministry* Unite# Church of Christ, IPSh, k pp* C 
Pastoral Mliiigtry, Church Vocations Committee, Christian Church, »*#*,
'rT'W:W * r:' $|p r-
Should t Coml^ est the Ministry, American Baptist Convention, »*#«, 
’^ W p p T  *"**’* ■
Should You later the Clergy* Hen York Life Insurance Co#, 1555, 12 pp* 
The Life That* e Still Being Invented* American Baptist Convention,
>Mim»i««,j  im. i i i i i . nii>iIW « I » — ».»I|I mm iwrn— iw i.iiiiW ii "
n*17*i p« c#
Lutheran Church Occupations, Youth Department, American Lutheran Church*
 iw,' ^rppT: M.r*~  * • •
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st Church Related Vocatlcoe, The Methodist Chureh, 1963, 6k pp.,
JN*
T$m Missionary Church Aasoclarion feet -Finder* Missionary Church Asa©* 
elation, m d*, X p* K
wtiag&tl^ for Vocations la the Workof the. Etnited Church for .Christ* 
' 8  p p. T * ....... ............... .......
Vocation, S*E*A*, W$?» h pp+
$tm& to foil Tim Christian Ministry in the Missionary Church Aaaoeis*
W K'. M y l ^ iwjiii1 jMmm rnmmm utt j , m i i h i  ni ^ i i M M». < i y M i» iii|« l»  m * *  .fmmmf  mg tmim i i i w i i. n .in i in w i iij.* * w « . u iw ».iibh. . w m. »  r n m m m m m m i m m m
mTmaiionary Church Association, a*1*7 2 pp* W
Tp Gtire a Mfe, American Baptist Convention, 1961*, If* '8*
Vocational Outdance In the local Church* t&itted Presbyterian Church
Voeatly and frotestant Beligioua Cee^atl^i>. Vocational Guidance
"THSjiKS^ f J,,l1' 1SS pp, ”1I)j)®w^ " Tr Iim
Vocations in the Churchy Church Vocations Committee* Christian Church,
Ji jSL M * a i i  *W.AA-n*cu, © pp* v*
You end tow Vocational Choice* tS&lted Presbyterian Church* 0.S*A,,  _   * . . . »
Young Man* YOU*#© Banted* Sfciied Church for Christ, I9f?8, IS#* H* 
C A M m
Caoyue Ministry * Church Vocations Cosrttbae, Christina Church, aud*,
 rtn,r
m & m m t
the Chaplajney as a Vocation,, UWtbei Church of Christ* *#4*# h pp* Co 
Institutional Chaplaincy* Church Vocations Committee, Christian Church,
n g s s ^ v w " c * " " ”  ;,
Military Chaplaincy, Church Vocations Commltteo, Christies Church, »*&*,
GM0SCH MUSIC
m b ,
1Pi>*
Church Music, Church Vocations committee* Christian Church, twd*, 
o if
KEtim HEALTH FRQBBSSIOHS
Dleclpleahip in Mental Health Professions, Memnonite Health Services,
Urt'<2<3TrtWC
Boss Mission* Church Vocations Committee* Christian Church* rudU,
 z r m *
THE 1IEGH0
The Begro in the Christian Ministry, Church Vocations Commltto©, Chris* 
omircn, b «u * , © PP# it
SOGIAh WOBB
Social Boric* Church Vocations Cwittos, Christian Church, n#i#, 6 pp#
**T8P*' ■ ' ''
IHS02CGXCAX* SHOT ARIES
theological Setninarleg* tmppjmmmt of the Ministry, Congj^gatioaal
:r:,?fimIS' ’dni*c&S,1,IJn*d*, 1*6 pp., 8#
VOCATIONS FOB WQJOT
Vocations for Women in the Evangelical and l&Yermed Church, TSiited
ior tnrrst, ijfvUj i p#
Womon^s Church Vocation* national Council of the Churches of Christ in
T ih n X T M a E s n r ^  '
ffhutch yee^ong. far Women, united Presbyterian Church 0 »$«&*, 19£9#
B. FOBEIGM HJMSTKXi#
Associated Missions of the International Council of Christian 
Chum has, tic Banns# Bldg*, P*0* Box IBS, Johnson City, Mm fork
^Because of the variety of materials offered by each mission 
board, no attempt mm made to evaluate this material, Bor the same 
reason no list of mission boards was made* Kame ana address of all 
protectant missions can be obtained by writing to one of the above 
organisations. The individual board can then be contacted for ma­
terial dealing with their work*
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Mvision of foreign Maeione, National GeuttoAl ef Churches of Christ 
in the f*3.4*, $75 Kiverside Drive, New forte 27, New forte*
Evangelical Foreign Missionary Association, IteO# 0 Street# Washington 
5* B . C*.
Interdenominational Foreign Missionary Association, Bergen Avenue, 
I&dgefleXd Park, New Jersey1*
G * FtMJSHEES INDEX
B<aai B*rith Vocational Service. 161$ Bhode Island Avenue, Wash#
ingteii, D* G*
Bowl, of Christian Service, General Conference Mennonlte Church, 722 • 
Mala Street, Newton, Kansas*
Careers, f *0* Bob 135, Florida*
Church locations Committee, Christian Church, 222 So* Downey Avenue, 
Indianapolis 7, Indiana*
Christian Herald, If last 39bh Street, New forte Id, New fork.
Chronicle Guidance Publications, Moravia, Maw forte#
Clerical Conference, Catholic Dhiversity of America, WseMngton 17,
0* 0*
Bepartment of Theological Education, American Baptist Board of Bduca* 
lion and Publication, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania 19W1*
Director of Held Activities, the Hebrew union College, Cincinnati 20,
Gteie#
Evangelical Covenant Church of America, jUXl If* Francisco Avenue, 
Chicago, IlHnoia*
Interboard Committee on Christian Vocations, Methodist Church, P.O.
Box 871, Nashville, Tennessee 37202*
dewish Fbrum, 305 Broadway, New forte 16, New forte*
Missionary Church Association, 3901 South Wayne Avenue, Fort Wayne 6, 
Indiana,
National Council of Churches of Christ in the $»$«&** 257 Uth Avenue# 
Mm forte 10, New forte.
New forte life Insurance Go#, 51 Hadiean Avenue, New forte 10, Mm forte*
Occupation Outlook Service, B. 3, Department of labor Statistics, Nash** 
Ington 25, $* C*
%Science Eesearcfc Associate, lac*, tSf E* Brie St., Chicago 31* Illinois*
Unitarian t&dveraallst Association, t$ Beacon Street, Boston* Masses 
chusetts»
tfoiied Church for Christ* Church Vocation Office, Bp6p What 25th street, 
Cleveland 1|, Ohio*
IMtoi Presbyterian Church U*S*A.* SOS Witherspoon Building, fhtla* 
delphia ?, Pennsylvania*
United States Women1© Bureau* Washington 25, $* C.
Universal Publishing and mst®ibnting Corporation, SOS Second Avenue, 
Wes fork 17, Wee fens*
Vocational Guidance Manuals*. Inc., 212«*22h Avenue, Bayside 6lt, We» 
dirspy*
loath Bep.artment, American latheran Church, 1*22 South 5th Street, 
Minneapolis 15, Minnesota#
APP&4DIX B
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SUGGESTED OBITBRIA WQ& EVALUATING WE TOGATOTAI* WMW&WM
m  mmmtmm* m m m nm  m m m
the criteria suggested by the study were drawn up within the 
framework ©f the overall objectives of the MBC and were intended to be 
of a general nature*^ These criteria could then in turn be need to 
evaluate the services of the individual mes&er schools § St should be 
leapt 'in mind that criteria for' these, tm aspects of the information 
services must also fit into those set up for tbs entire guidance program*
It ire the services adapted to the needs and facilities of the 
school?
2* Is the school administration and staff aware of the need, for 
such services, their value and contribution to the total school 
program?
j* is there encouragement, end cooperation on the part of the 
school administration and staff?
!*• Is there administrative leadership, both executive and tech­
nics!? The executive leader could be ths.|-.Pfsn of Students or 
some other staff official who is responsible for providing the 
atmosphere and setting for the services* ftm technical leader 
is selected by the executive leader and is responsible for the 
actual program and its development,
S* Are the services a part of the budget?
6. Are adequate facilities, personnel, etc# provided so that the 
services needed can be provided?
7* Is there any attempt made to evaluate the information services?
ffel information library*
1# Is there an information library?
&* Is the library in a central location, available for staff and 
student use?
*$br criteria dealing with the student personnel services see the 
Kanustl, p. 38.
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3# Is the information material selected varied ©efficiently to give 
Inroad coverage to all area© of vocational and educational 
choice?
t»* Is the information evaluated?2
$* M  the information claasifled according to m m  useable system?
6* %b the information made available to staff and students?
?♦ Is there one 'person .responsible''for the- information library.
Its use* solution and to classify the materials, etc*?
0* Is the library and its services publislced?
The ore.sentation Of information.
1* Is the information' presented' to .students in mays that id.ll bene* 
fit them and cause them, to use the services on. their own?
f * He the faculty and staff encourage students t# use the eerw - 
ices provided as « means of determining and verifying, the per* 
sonal *ee&* received?
t
3* Is opportunity given for students to use the materials Indi­
vidually?
%br a detailed evaluation the checklist of the H« ?* G. A* is 
standard*
